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I. Abstract 
This thesis project consists of developing a Knowl-
edge-Based Expert System application on a personal com-
puter (PC). The application, known as the Hazardous 
Chemical Labeling Assistant, is developed for the chem-
icals manufacturing group of Air Products and Chemicals 
Incorporated. Its purpose is to determine the hazards 
for a chemical product and indicate the warning and pre-
cautionary statements used for printing on a hazard warning 
label. The label, which is a pressure sensitive bond 
(shown in Figure 1), is applied to a container for shipping 
to the customer. 
Manufacturers or importers of potentially hazardous 
substances, are required by the Federal Hazard Communica-
tion Standard of 1985 to provide a warning label affixed to 
all containerized products. The information on the label 
consist of a warning of the potential hazards of the 
chemical, protective or precautionary measures for handling 
the chemical, and first aid instructions in case of contact 
or exposure. 
In order to ensure compliance with the Hazard 
Communication Standard, Air Products purchased a PC 
Labeling System called Printware from Wallace Computer 
Services Incorporated. This system is used to collect the 
1 
label text, format the label, and print it on a pressure 
sensitive form. This new system replaced the use of pre-
printed labels which no longer satisfied the new label-
ing requirements. 
The Knowledge-Based Expert System is used as the 
front-end application to question the user on the 
characteristics of the product. A series of questions 
such as whether the product is considered an irritant, 
corrosive, or sensitizer result in the hazard warnings and 
precautionary statements required for the label. The 
resultant data are electronically transferred into the 
Printware system for printing the product label. 
' 
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Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. 
Allentown, PA 18105 
Emergency Telephone Numbers: 
800-523-937 4 ( except Pennsylvania) 
800-322-9092 (Pennsylvania only) 
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II. Background 
A. Federal Regulation 
As a result of the Federal Hazard Communication 
Standard of 1985, all chemical manufacturers or importers 
are required by law to provide a warning label affixed to 
containerized products. This is part of a comprehensive 
hazard communication program to ensure the hazards of 
chemicals are evaluated and communicated to employers and 
employees. The information on the label consist of the 
potential hazards of the chemical, protective or pre-
cautionary measures for handling the chemical, and first 
aid instructions in case of contact or exposure. 
The need for guidance in the area of precautionary 
labeling for hazardous chemicals was initially re-
cognized by a committee of the Manufacturing Chemists 
Association (MCA) established in 1944. In 1946, this 
committee produced the first published guide to 
precautionary labeling for hazardous chemicals. This 
served until the development of an official standard 
in 1976 by the American National Standards Instutite 
(ANSI Z129.1-1976). Following a revision in 1982, 
the most recent publication of 1988 (ANSI Z129.l-1988) 
updated labeling information based on developments in 
the communication of immediate and delayed hazards. 
4 
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The ANSI standard was developed in response to a need 
to furnish information for the guidance of persons who 
use, handle, or store hazardous industrial chemicals in 
their occupations. The intent of the standard is to 
provide guidance in producing the precautionary informa-
tion on container labels. It is not intended to include 
all information on the properties of a chemical since this 
is best provided through other means (i.e., the material 
safety data sheet or MSDS). 
Precautionary labeling is used to the extent necessary 
to warn of the appropriate hazards. The labeling language 
is directed towards the avoidance of hazardous exposures 
resulting from reasonably foreseeable occupational use, 
misuse, handling, and storage. 
5 
B. The Printware Labeling System 
In October 1985, eight product labeling computer 
systems were purchased by the chemicals group at Air 
Products. This consisted of eight IBM personal computers, 
label printers, and software packages. These were 
purchased in order to produce samples and finished product 
labels on-site at seven manufacturing facilities and the 
research and development laboratory. The Labeling systems 
were needed to ensure compliance with the Federal Hazard 
Communication Standard which was to take effect in November 
1985. 
The software systems and label printers were purchased 
from Wallace Computer Services Incorporated. Sold under 
the name Printware, the system was designed to collect, 
store, and print the label text on pressure sensitive 
labels. These systems offer the capability to customize, 
develop, and modify labels for approximately 150,000 
product and sample containers shipped annually while using 
standard label media across the group. 
Prior to using the Printware system, preprinted labels 
were used for each product. This labeling primarily ad-
dressed the Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations 
for transporting hazardous substances. This alternative 
was no longer feasible under the Federal Hazard Communica-
6 
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tion Standard for several reasons: 
1) The introduction of new product labels or modifica-
tion of existing labels required a lead time of 6 to 8 
weeks. Under the new Hazard Communication Standard, this 
lead time could hinder the shipping of new products. 
2) Due to the increased labeling text required and the 
volume of labels needed, preprinted labels would require 
complex inventory management to assure supply of the proper 
labels at each facility. 
3) Preprinted labels would be wasted when products are 
removed from the product line, undergo changes in the 
labeling text, or the shelf life is exceeded. 
For these reasons, this alternative could not be used to 
support the new requirements for product labeling. 
It is the responsibility of the product safety manager 
and technical specialist in manufacturing to generate 
the text required for all product labels. Based on the 
physical and health characteristics of the chemical and 
other background literature, a determination is made by the 
technical specialist to select the appropriate labeling 
text. The Printware labeling system is used to add or 
select the precautionary label text and print the label. 
While the label format and contents are developed and 
administered in Trexlertown, the label printing is 
7 '· 
performed at the manufacturing plant. This is accomplished 
by mailing the print file via diskette to the appropriate 
facility. 
Due to the increasing number of new products and the 
revaluation of existing products, it is difficult to gen-
erate the labels at the pace required. Although the 
Printware system contains standard text for product lines, 
a manual procedure is primarily used to determine the 
appropriate text. This is a knowledge intensive exercise 
requiring the knowledge of a professional familiar with the 
labeling requirements dictated by the ANSI standards. 
For this reason, an automated. front-end to the 
Printware system was desired to capture the reasoning 
process followed in determining the label text. This would 
increase the speed of generating labels and provide for 
more consistent labeling information. 
I 
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III. New System Reguirementa 
The requirements for an automated front-end system 
to the existing Printware system are as follows: 
1) The system would prompt the user for the physical 
and health characteristics of the chemical. 
2) Based on the conclusions of the physical and health 
hazards, the system would indicate on the terminal screen 
the hazards and precautionary labeling statements for the 
chemical product. 
3) The system would use as criteria the Hazard Commu-
nication regulation (from the Federal Register) and the 
ANSI standard Zl29.1-1988. 
4) The system must output to an ASCII file the hazards 
by hazard class (e.g. eye corrosive, skin sensitizer). 
5) The system will match the hazards to an existing 
cross reference computer file to extract the precautionary 
handling, first aid, and pictorial information needed on 
the label. This file is maintained in a FOCUS database on 
a PC. 
6) These data would be loaded electronically into the 
·Printware system to print the product label. 
7) Since the existing systems reside on the PC, the 
front-end system must be PC based. 
As indicated previously, the determination of the 
9 
hazards for labeling follows a knowledge intensive decision 
process, and uses a set of rules and regulations that are 
defined in federal standards. Based on the existence of 
these rules and the system requirements, it was concluded 
that a Knowledge-Based Expert System (KBS) implemented on a 
PC workstation would be used as the front-end tool. 
Figure 2 shows a system flowchart indicating the system 
functions for the process of generating and printing the 
hazard warning label. 
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IV. System Development Approach and Structure 
A. Understanding the Expert System Technolog~ 
The first step in the development process is to 
develop an understanding of Expert System technology. 
An Expert System is simply a computer program that uses 
human knowledge to solve a problem. The knowledge is re-
presented in terms of facts and heuristics that address 
decision processes. The resultant conclusions character-
ize the thought processes of experts on a particular 
subject or field of study. 
One of the early concepts of Expert Systems identified 
those who built them as "knowledge engineers" and referred 
to the technology as "knowledge engineering" [3]. These 
systems usually called "Expert Systems", are now referred 
to as "Knowledge Systems" or "Knowledge-Based Systems .. [3]. 
Throughout this paper, the terms "Expert System" and 
"Knowledge-Based Systems" are used synonymously [3]. 
An Expert System is by nature a knowledge intensive 
program. It contains knowledge about a particular problem 
and attempts to solve it through a reasoning process. The 
topical area defined by the problem is referred to as the 
domain or area of knowledge. 
Expert Systems are considered one technique in the 
area referred to as "Artificial Intelligence (AI) .. [3]. 
12 
Although it is typically used in the same context as an 
Expert System, AI generally covers a broader range of 
decision making systems, robotic devices, and various 
approaches to natural language understanding. They are 
similiar in they both are developed with computer systems 
that produce results that manipulate some aspect of 
human intelligence. 
Expert Systems are typically provided with shell pro-
grams to facilitate system development. These commercially 
available products vary in the user interface, knowledge 
representation structure, and other development features. 
These shell programs can reduce or eliminate the need for a 
knowledge engineer to write the programs or knowledge re-
presentation (e.g. rules) for the system. 
The architecture for a generic expert system is 
divided into two basic components: the knowledge base and 
the inference engine. The knowledge base consist of facts 
and rules represented by the experts knowledge. It uses a 
subsystem called working memory to store attribute-value 
relationships of rules while a consultation is in progress. 
The second component is the inference engine which contains 
the inference strategies and controls used to manipulate 
the facts and rules. 
Other subsystems that interact with the knowledge base 
13 
and inference engine are the knowledge acquisition and user 
interface. The knowledge acquisition typically consist of 
a rule editor, debugger, and compiler for the knowledge 
base. The expert or knowledge engineer uses these tools to 
enter, maintain, and debug the rules in the database. The 
user interface is the mechanism by which the KBS interacts 
with the user to obtain facts and present rules. 
Function key control and standard reports are features 
typically found in the user interface. The architecture 
for a generic system just described is illustrated in 
Figure 3. Although the subsystems vary from system to 
system, most shell programs contain the functions described ' 
in this model. 
14 
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B. Selecting the KBS Shell 
In determining the appropriate KBS shell for this 
application, three factors were considered: the knowledge 
representation, the development approach, and the 
application characteristics. A requirement for the system 
is that it must use the ANSI standard definitions to 
indicate the hazard warning and precautionary labeling 
statements for a chemical product. These definitions are 
best represented by "rules" in a knowledge database as 
opposed to "examples" or other knowledge representation 
techniques. Hence, a rule-based shell is appropriate. 
An underlying requirement for the system is to allow 
the user the capability to update or modify the rule-base 
as needed. This would reduce the dependency on the knowl-
edge engineer and in effect be able to turn over complete 
control of the system to the user. This requires a KBS 
shell that is easy for a non-programmer to maintain. 
Finally, the shell program must be able to output the 
results of the user session to an ASCII file. This is 
necessary in order to load the results into the Printware 
system to print the product label. 
Based on these criteria, the LEVEL5 Expert System 
software program from Level Five Research Incorporated was 
selected. This is a rule-based shell that uses a backward 
16 
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chaining strategy to arrive at a conclusion or goal. 
Backward chaining is one of several control strategies that 
regulates the order in which inferences are drawn. This is 
accomplished by starting with a goal and searching backward 
through facts to determine if the goal is correct.· Hence, 
one could assume the chemical has potential hazards (a 
goal) and step backward through the conditions (facts) 
(e.g. irritant, corrosive, toxic) to determine if the goal 
can be concluded. 
· Another reason for selecting LEVEL5 is that Level Five 
Research had been acquired about three years ago by 
Information Builders Incorporated who are the software 
vendor of FOCUS. This allows for potential future 
interfaces to FOCUS systems existing in the Safety and 
Health areas. 
17 
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c. Outlining the Decision Fatba 
In order to derive the hazards and precautionary 
labeling conclusions in the Expert System, it is necessary 
to outline the decision criteria involved in the process. 
It is a requirement that the Expert System output its con-
clusions to an ASCII file for loading into the Printware 
system. To accomplish this, the first decision or goal is 
to establish the chemical product nmemonic and name to be 
used on the container label. The second goal is to derive 
the potential hazards. Since any hazard found requires a 
warning message, all hazard conditions need to be searched. 
If any one or combination of hazards are true, this goal 
(potential hazards) is considered true. Otherwise, a false 
conclusion is derived and the consultation is completed. 
The third and final goal display's the applicable 
precautionary labeling statements. If the chemical has 
potential hazards, it is true by default that at least one 
precautionary labeling text will be displayed for the 
chemical product. By contrast, if no hazards are found, no 
precautionary labeling text is displayed. 
Figure 4 outlines the decision path for each 
conclusion or goal of the system. 
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D. Developing the Rule Base 
After the decision criteria are defined, the labeling 
conditions are formatted to rules and entered into the 
LEVEL5 knowledge base. The KBS rule editor, debugger, and 
compiler are used to enter the rules and debug the system. 
These rules are identified as the production rule language 
to the knowledge base. A periodic review is scheduled with 
the expert to test and verify the accuracy of the system. 
' This procedure is followed until all goals and rules have 
been entered and tested as accurate. 
A title display is provided at the start of the 
session to provide a brief description of the system and 
the output results. Full text questions are provided as 
part of the query for easy readability and responsiveness. 
Lastly, a formatted conclusion display is provided to high-
light the hazards for the chemical product and the pre-
cautionary labeling statements. Appendix A contains a 
listing of the production rule language in the knowledge 
base. 
The precautionary statements are divided into four 
sections: (1) the hazard description, (2) a signal word 
depicting the hazard, (3) up to two hazard statements, and 
(4) up to four statements of precautionary text. In the 
event no warning label is required for the chemical, an 
34 I 
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appropriate message is indicated at the conclusion of the 
session. At the end of the session, the system will 
optionally recycle to begin a new session. 
35 
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E. Developing the Printware System Interface 
Developing the LEVEL5 Expert System satisifies the re-
quirement to determine the hazards for a chemical. The 
second requirement for the system is to be able to print 
the product warning label directly from the results of the 
Labeling Assistant without having to rekey the data into 
the Printware system. Hence, a system interface program 
is necessary to prepare the data for electronic input to 
the Printware system. 
In addition to the hazard warning and precautionary 
statements, other items such as the first aid and pic-
torials are used to print on the product warning label. 
Also, the corresponding text is stored in French for 
Canadian labels. These data are stored and maintained in 
the Printware system. To maintain the relationships 
between the hazard warnings and associated data, a cross 
reference file was developed using FOCUS language. This 
file also contains the hazard or combination of hazards 
(designated by ten digit codes) for each product label. Up 
to ten hazards can be entered for a product label. A 
description is shown in Figure 5. 
The output results from the Expert System are used to 
match and extract the index data from the Printware cross 
reference file in order to run the Printware system. Each 
36 
session with the Expert System will output the product 
mnemonic, ten digit code used to identify the hazard, and 
the product name to an ASCII file. Since a chemical can 
have multiple hazards, the system creates a new record for 
each hazard identified in the session.· A description of 
this file and sample output are shown in Figures 6 and 7, 
respectively. 
The match between the Expert System and the cross 
r 
reference file takes place on the hazard codes associated 
with a chemical product. To ensure the order of the 
hazards as output from the Expert System match the 
corresponding hazards for a product label in the cross 
reference file, a hazards cross reference document is used. 
This is shown in Figure 8. Data must be maintained in both 
the Expert System and cross reference file in this 
sequence. 
A PC program written in FOCUS is used to look up the 
index data in·the Printware cross reference file and create 
the combined extract file. The first step in this program 
reformats the records from the Expert System to create one 
record per chemical product. This is the format required 
to match the record in the cross reference file. A program 
check is made to ensure there are no more than ten hazards 
per chemical. If this condition is true (less than ten 
37 
hazards per chemical), processing will stop and an 
appropriate message will be displayed. 
The next step matches the hazard or combination of 
hazards per chemical to the cross reference file. An 
output file is created for each match record containing the 
index record from the cross reference file. Figure 9 
displays this file. All Expert System records with no 
corresponding match in the cross-reference file are written 
to an error report as shown in Figure 10. Appendix B 
displays the source code for this interface program. 
At this point, the Printware cross reference extract 
file is loaded into the Printware system using a file 
import function and the label is printed. 
38 
FILENAME=APCLABEL,SUFFIX=FOC 
SEGNAME=STORYSEG,SEGTYPE=Sl 
FIELDNAME=HAZARD_STORY,ALIAS=HAZSTO ,FORMAT=AB ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HANDLE_STORY,ALIAS=HANDSTO ,FORMAT=A8 ,$ 
FIELDNAME=FIRSTAID_STO,ALIAS=FRSTSTO ,FORMAT=A8 ,$ 
FIELDNAME=FRNCH_HAZ_ST,ALIAS=FHAZSTO ,FORMAT=A8 ,$ 
FIELDNAME=FRNCH_HAND_S,ALIAS=FHANDSTO ,FORMAT=A8 ,$ 
FIELDNAME=FRNCH_FIRST ,ALIAS=FFRSTSTO ,FORMAT=A8 ,$ 
FIELDNAME=PICTURE ,ALIAS=PIC ,FORMAT=A8 ,$ 
FIELDNAME=FRNCH_PIC_l ,ALIAS=FPICl ,FORMAT=A8 ,$ 
FIELDNAME=FRNCH_FIC_2 ,ALIAS=FPIC2 ,FORMAT=A8 ,$ 
FIELDNAME=FRNCH_FIC_3 ,ALIAS=FPIC3 ,FORMAT=AB ,$ 
FIELDNAME=FRNCH_FIC_4 , ALIAS=FPIC4 , FORMA'f=A8 , $ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESCl ,ALIAS=HAZl ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESC2 ,ALIAS=HAZ2 ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESC3 ,ALIAS=HAZ3 ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESC4 ,ALIAS=HAZ4 ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESC5 ,ALIAS=HAZ5- ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESC6 ,ALIAS=HAZ6 ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESC7 ,ALIAS=HAZ7 ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESC8 ,ALIAS=HAZ8 ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESC9 ,ALIAS=HAZ9 ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
FIELDNAME=HAZ_DESClO ,ALIAS=HAZlO ,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
DEFINE HAZ_DESCRPT/AlOO = HAZl: :HAZ2: :HAZ3: :HAZ4: :HAZ5: :HAzs: :HAZ7:: 
HAza: :HAZ9: :HAZlO; ,$ 
Figure 5 
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·t 
FILENAME=LABASIST,SUFFIX=FIX 
FIELDNAME=FILL1 ,ALIAS=Fl 
FIELDNAME=PRODCODE ,ALIAS=PC 
FIELDNAME=FILL2 ,ALIAS=F2 
FIELDNAME=PWXREF ,ALIAS=PWX 
FIELDNAME=FILL3 ,ALIAS=F3 
FIELDNAME=PRODNAME ,ALIAS=PN 
Figure 6 
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' 
,FORMAT=Al ,$ 
,FORMAT=A6 ,$ 
,FORMAT=A3 ,$ 
,FORMAT=AlO ,$ 
,FORMAT=A2 ,$ 
,FORMAT=A50 ,$ 
• 
'A-4300' SIRRITSKIN Airflex 4300 
'A-4300' SIRRITEYES Airflex 4300 
'A-550, CORROSSKIN Airflex 550 
'A-550' CORROSEYES Airflex 550 
'A-550, TOXICINHAL Airflex 550 
'A-550' TOXICINGES Airflex 550 
'A-550, TOXICSKABS Airflex 550 
"A-550 , LUNGSDAMAG Airflex 550 
'A-600' FLAMMABLIQ Airflex 600 
0 
Figure 7 
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Hazards Cross Reference ·nocument 
In KBS Sequence 
Hazard 
Pressure Hazard 
Combustible Liquid 
Extremely Flammable Liquid 
Flammable Liquid 
Flammable Gas 
Flammable Aerosol 
Flammable Solid 
Explosive Chemical 
Tl1ermal Burns 
Strong Oxidizer 
Pyrophoric Chemical 
Organic Peroxide 
Water Reactive 
. 
Severe Irritant to the Skin 
Moderate Irritant to the Skin 
Corrosive to the Skin 
Severe Irritant to the Eyes 
... 
Moderate Irritant to the Eyes 
Corrosive to the Eyes 
Severe Irritant to the Respiratory Tract 
Figure 8 (a) 
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Printware 
XREF 
PRESHAZARD 
COMBUSTLIQ 
EXTFLAMLIQ 
FLAMMABLIQ 
FLAMMABGAS 
FLAMMABAER 
FLAMMABSOL 
EXPLOSIVEX 
THERMLBURN 
STRONGOXID 
PYROPHORIC 
ORGPEROXID 
WATERREACT 
SIRRITSKIN 
MIRRITSKIN 
CORROSSKIN 
SIRRITEYES 
MIRRITEYES 
CORROSEYES 
SIRRITLUNG 
Rule 
Moderate Irritant to the Respiratory Tract 
Corrosive to the Respiratory Tract 
Respiratory Irritant 
Toxic by Inhalation 
Highly Toxic by Inhalation 
Toxic by Ingestion 
Highly Toxic by Ingestion 
Toxic by Skin Absorption 
Highly Toxic by Skin Absorption 
Strong Sensitizer to the Skin 
Strong Sensitizer to the Lungs 
Teratogen 
Carcinogen 
Mutagen 
Reproductive Toxin 
Liver Damage 
Kidney Damage 
Blood Damage 
Nerve Damage 
Lung Damage 
Figure 8 (b) 
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Printware 
XREF 
MIRRITLUNG 
CORROSLUNG 
RESPRIRRIT 
TOXICINHAL 
HTOXICINHA 
TOXICINGES 
HTOXICINGE 
TOXICSKABS 
HTOXICSKAB 
SSENSTSKIN 
SSENSTLUNG 
TERATOGENX 
CARCINOGEN 
MUTAGENXXX 
REPROTOXIN 
LIVERDAMAG 
KIDNEYDAMA 
BLOODDAMAG 
NERVEDAMAG 
LUNGSDAMAG 
A-4300Airfle1 4300 
l-550 Airfle1 550 
A-600 Airflex 600 
BAZARD12BAIDLl5 JIRST42 JBAZ0012JHAID005f1RST042 JTII 
BAZARD13HANDLl28fIRST46 JBAZ00l3JHARD028JfRST046 JSIULL JCORBO 
BAZARD16BAIDLl10 JBAZ0016JBAID010 JLAII rrLABI 
Jigure 9 
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PAGI 1 
PRODCODI PIODBlll 
~------- -~----~~ 
A-4300 PRODUCT BAIi 1 
A-S500 PIODUCT IA!I 2 
PilSS IBTII TO CORTIIUI ... 
' 
LlBILIIG ASSISTABT PRODUCTS ROT fOUID IR THI PBIHTMARI IBIJ JILi ~ 
RIPORT DATI: 20 AUG 89 
BAZJ)ISCRPT 
------------
PRISBAZARDCOMBLIQUIDCOBROSSIII 
IITJLAMLIQIIPLOSIVIICORROSIYIS 
Figure 10 .· 
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F. Testing the System 
Testing the system consisted of two phases. Phase 1 
tested the individual components of the system separately. 
Phase 2 tested the entire system from start to finish. 
In phase 1, the Hazardous Chemical Labeling Assistant 
was tested through an iterative approach of adding rules 
to the knowledge base. This primarily tested the logic and 
syntax of the rules. When the knowledge base was complete, 
three existing chemicals were tested to ensure the results 
matched (or were more accurate than) the already existing 
conclusions. Next, the output file was examined to ensure 
the content and structure was accurate for the chemicals 
entered. 
The second step of phase 1 tested the Printware in-
terface FOCUS program. Using an existing cross reference 
file, two chemicals output from the Labeling Assistant 
successfully matched two records in the cross reference 
file. The interface program created an output file con-
sisting of the two matched cross reference records. In 
another condition, the cross reference file was altered to 
.... 
create nomatch conditions and the same two chemicals were 
rejected and written to the error report. These tests were 
completed successfully which concluded phase 1 testing. 
In phase 2, the entire system was,tested for the 
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' 
\ 
following conditions: 
1) Replicate the labels for existing products, and 
2) Perform parallel testing on new products. 
These tests were completed successfully to conclude the 
system testing. As a follow-up measure, it is recommended 
that the results of the Labeling Assistant be tested 
periodically to ensure the ongoing accuracy of the Expert 
System. 
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G. Implementating the System 
Implementing the system will take place in a phased 
approach starting with the product safety group and 
customer services. The hardware and software configuration 
consists of a central PC containing the Hazardous Chemical 
Labeling Assistant Expert System, the Printware software 
program and label printer, and the FOCUS software and cross 
reference file. This PC will reside in the customer 
services area. The Labeling Assistant software will also 
reside on many PC's in the product safety group. If it is 
necessary to print the product label, the output results 
are transferred via diskette or electronically to the 
customer services PC. 
The next phase will expand the use to include the R&D 
labs. Like phase 1, the Labeling Assistant Expert System 
will likely reside on more than one PC while the Printware 
label printer and the FOCUS interface program will remain 
on a central PC. As in phase l, diskettes or electronic 
transfer can take place between the individual and central 
PC~s to transfer the Labelirtg Assistant extract file for 
printing. 
Future use may decentralize this function to the 
chemical plants, although this has not been decided at this 
time. 
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H. Recommendation for Future Work 
This thesis has developed an Expert System application 
that interacts with an existing PC based label printing 
system. The Expert System is used as a front-end tool to 
determine the hazards for a chemical product. 
An area for future work could be the research and 
development of a system that consolidates the functions of 
the Labeling Assistant Expert System with the Printware 
label printing system. This includes determining the 
chemical hazards, maintaining the label text, and 
formatting and printing the label. Expert system shells 
that contain the use of hypertext should be explored for 
this purpose. Having a consolidated system would provide 
a single repository for the knowledge base and the label 
text. It would also eliminate the interfaces needed to 
pass data between the two systems thereby reducing the 
number of steps in the overall procedure. 
/ 
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I. Conclusion 
The Hazardous Chemical Labeling Assistant is a 
Knowledge Based Expert System used to determine the hazard
s 
for a chemical product. Based on hazard definitions as 
provided by the American National Standards Institute, the
 
system indicates the warning and precautionary statements 
used for printing on a hazard warning label. 
The system is used primarily for the introduction of 
new products and the revaluation of existing products. It
 
increases tne speed and accuracy for determining the label
 
• 
text and provides a consistent approach for generating the
 
container label. 
It is the intention of this thesis project to use the 
Labeling Assistant in the chemicals group product safety 
department to generate labels for finished products, the 
R&D labs for experimental or developmental products, and 
eventually at the chemical plants for finished good 
shipments to customers. 
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TITLE Hazardous Chemical Labeling Assistant DISPLAY 
I 
• 
I 
• 
I 
t 
I 
• 
I 
• 
I 
• 
This is a knowledge base system used to determine the 
health hazards for printing on a hazard warning label. 
The system asks a series of questions about the hazard 
characteristics of the chemical product. Based on your 
answers, it will display the hazards and precautionary 
labeling statements on the terminal screen. The results 
will also be written to a file and can be loaded into the 
Printware Labeling System to print the warning label. 
Press <ENTER> to continue ... 
6 Written By R.C. Zunino and S.M. Hartranft 
Air Products & Chemicals Inc. 
Allentown, PA. 18195 
Copyright 1989, All rights reserved. 
V 
! Designate the simple fact for the displaying precautionary statements 
I 
• 
SIMPLEFACT Display precautionary labeling 
I 
• 
! Designate the string variables 
I 
• 
STRING 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
The chemical code 
The chemical name 
Hazard 
Hazword 
Hazstl 
Hazst2 
Precml 
Precm2 
Precm3 
Precm4 
Precm5 
Hazstmt01 
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AND Hazstmt02 
AND Hazstmt03 
AND Hazstmt04 
AND Hazstmt05 
AND Hazstmt06 
AND Hazstmt07 
AND Hazstmt08 
AND Hazstmt09 
AND HazstmtlO 
AND Hazstmtll 
AND Hazstmt12 
AND Hazstmt13 
AND Hazstmt14 
AND Hazstmt15 
AND Hazstmt16 
AND Hazstmt17 
AND Hazstmt18 
AND Hazstmt19 
AND Hazstmt20 
AND Hazstmt21 
AND Hazstmt22 
AND Hazstmt23 
AND Hazstmt24 
AND Hazstmt25 
AND Hazstmt26 
AND Hazxref 
I 
• 
NUMERIC The flash point in degrees fahrenheit 
I 
.. 
! Initialize all string variables to spaces 
! Reinitialize after the cycle command 
I 
.. 
INIT Hazard . - II " . -
AND Hazword:= .. II 
AND Hazstl . - " .. . -
AND Hazst2 . - .. II . -
AND Precml . - II II . -
AND Precm2 . - .. ff . -
AND Precm3 . - .. .. . -
AND Precm4 . - .. .. . -
AND Precm5 .. " . -. -
AND Hazstmt01 . - .. • • . -
AND Hazstmt02 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt03 . - ti II . -
AND Hazstmt04 . - ti " . -
AND Hazstmt05 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt06 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt07 . - .. .. . -
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... 
' 
,Ji, 
AND Hazstmt08 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt09 . - II II . -
AND HazstmtlO . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmtll . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt12 . - " .. . -
AND Hazstmt13 . - .. II .. -
AND Hazstmt14 . - " .. . -
AND Hazstmt15 . - .. " . -
AND Hazstmt16 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt17 . - .. .. . -AND Hazstmt18 . - .. II . -
AND Hazstmt19 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt20 . - II n /', . -
AND Hazstmt21 ' - .. .. . 
AND Hazstmt22 . - ti It . -
AND Hazstmt23 . - II .. . -
AND Hazstmt24 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt25 . - II It . -
AND Hazstmt26 . - " It . -
AND Hazxref . - " It . -
REINIT Hazard . - tt .. . -
AND Hazword:= .. .. 
AND Hazstl . - .. .. . -
AND Hazst2 . - .. It .-
AND Precml . - .. It . -
AND Precm2 . - .. .. . -
AND Precm3 .. It ,.__, . -. -
AND Precm4 . - .. .. . -
AND Precm5 . - .. .. . -
AND HazstmtOl . - . ' ... . -
AND Hazstmt02 . - .. It . -
AND Hazstmt03 . - " II . -
AND Hazstmt04 . - II .. . -
AND Hazstmt05 . - " .. . -
AND Hazstmt06 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt07 . - .. .. .. -
AND Hazstmt08 . - ., II . -
AND Hazstmt09 . - It .. . -
AND HazstmtlO . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmtll . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt12 . - " .. . -
AND Hazstmt13 I - " II . -
AND Hazstmt14 . - .. II . -
AND Hazstmt15 . - II .. . -
AND Hazstmt16 . - .. II . -
AND Hazstmt17 . - II " . -
AND Hazstmt18 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt19 . - II .. . -
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AND Hazstmt20 . - II .11 . -
AND Hazstmt21 . - .. .. . -
AND Hazstmt22 . - II .. . -
AND Hazstmt23 . - II .. . -
AND Hazstmt24 . - .. " . -
AND Hazstmt25 . - .. " . -
AND Hazstmt26 . - II II . -
I 
• 
! Forget all facts when recycling through the system 
I 
• 
FORGET ALL 
' • ! Suppress the conclusions display 
I 
• 
SUPPRESS ALL 
I 
• 
! The labeling assistant will output the results of the chemical evaluation 
! to a disk file for later processing. This consist of the product mnemonic, 
! name, and hazard warning. 
I 
.. 
FILE HAZARDS.ASC 
I 
.. 
! The following will pursue multiple rules based on the following AV. 
I 
• 
MULTI The chemical 
' .. 
! The following will pursue multiple rules based on the following conclusion. 
I 
• 
EXHAUSTIVE Display precautionary labeling 
I 
.. 
! Disable the UNKNOWN function so it cannot be used in the dialog 
I 
• 
UNKNOWN OFF 
! The goal outline; 
! - Sets up the chemical product code (mnemonic) and name variables 
! - Evaluates the chemical product for the potential hazards 
! - Display's the hazard warning and precautionary labeling statements 
1. 
1.1 
1.1.1 
1.1.1.1 
Set up the chemical description 
The chemical requires a hazardous 
Continue to display precautionary 
Display precautionary labeling 
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label 
labeling 
• 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
THEN 
' 
.. 
Get chemical description 
The chemical code<> .. .. 
The chemical name<> .. .. 
Set up the chemical description 
! This is the main driving rule in the knowledge base 
' 
.. 
' • RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
' • 
Hazard warning 
The chemical has potential hazards 
The chemical requires a hazardous label 
DISPLAY hazard conclusion 
DISPLAY no warning label required 
CYCLE 
! This is the main driving rule in the knowledge base 
! to determine the potential hazards of the chemical 
•  
RULE 
IF 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
THEN 
Hazard warning 
The chemical IS pressure hazard 
The chemical IS combustible liquid 
The chemical IS flammable 
The chemical IS explosive 
The chemical IS thermal burn 
The chemical IS strong oxidizer 
The chemical IS pyrophoric 
The chemical IS organic peroxide 
The chemical IS water reactive 
The chemical IS skin contact hazard 
The chemical IS eye hazard 
The chemical IS lung hazard 
The chemical IS respiratory irritant 
The chemical IS inhalation hazard 
The chemical IS ingestion hazard 
The chemical IS skin absorption hazard 
The chemical IS strong sensitizer to the skin 
The chemical IS strong sensitizer to the lungs 
The chemical IS teratogen 
The chemical IS carcinogen 
The chemical IS mutagen 
The chemical IS reproductive toxin 
The chemical IS liver damage 
The chemical IS kidney damage 
The chemical IS blood damage 
The chemical IS nerve damage 
The chemical IS lung damage 
The chemical has potential hazards 
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ELSE NOT The chemical has potential hazards 
I 
• 
! This rule evaluates the pressure hazard characteristic. 
' .. 
' 
.. 
RULE Determine pressure hazard 
IF The chemical is defined as pressure hazard 
THEN The chemical IS pressure hazard 
AND Hazstmt01 := "Pressure Hazard" 
AND Hazxref := "PRESHAZARD" 
AND FILE record 
I 
• 
! This rule evaluates the combustible liquid characteristic. 
I 
t 
' • RULE 
IF 
AND 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
I 
.. 
Determine combustible liquid 
The flash point in degrees fahrenheit 
The flash point in degrees fahrenheit 
The chemical IS combustible liquid 
Hazstmt02 := "Combustible Liquid" 
Hazxref : = "COMBLIQUID" 
FILE record 
>= 100 
< 200 
The chemical is 
The chemical is 
The chemical is 
The chemical is 
The chemical is 
extremely 
flammable 
flammable 
flammable 
flammable 
flammable liquid 
liquid 
gas 
aerosol 
solid 
! These rules evaluate the flammable characteristics. 
I 
.. 
I 
• 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
Determine flammable 
The chemical is extremely flammable liquid 
The chemical I flammable liquid 16 
The chemical is flammable gas 
The chemical • flammable aerosol 16 
The chemical I flammable solid 16 
The chemical IS flammable 
Determine extremely flammable liquid 
The flash point in degrees fahrenheit < 20 
The chemical is extremely flammable liquid 
Hazstmt02 := "Extremely Flammable Liquid .. 
Hazxref := .. EXTFLAMLIQ" 
FILE record 
The chemical is flammable liquid 
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AND NOT 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
• t 
The chemical is flammable gas 
The chemical is flammable aerosol 
The chemical is flammable solid 
Determine flammable liquid 
The flash point in degrees fahrenheit >= 20 
The flash point in degrees fahrenheit < 100 
The chemical is flammable liquid 
Hazstmt02 := "Flammable Liquid" 
Hazxref := "FLAMMABLIQ .. 
FILE record 
The chemical is flammable gas 
The chemical is flammable aerosol 
The chemical is flammable solid 
Determine flammable gas 
The chemical is defined as flammable gas 
The chemical is flammable gas 
Hazstmt02 := "Flammable Gas" 
Hazxref := "FLAMMABGAS" 
FILE record 
The chemical is flammable aerosol 
The chemical is flammable solid 
Determine flammable aerosol 
The chemical is defined as flammable aerosol 
The chemical is flammable aerosol 
Hazstmt02 := "Flammable Aerosol" 
Hazxref : = ''FLAMMABAER" 
FILE record 
The chemical is flammable solid 
Determine flammable solid 
The chemical is defined as flammable solid 
The chemical is flammable solid 
Hazstmt02 := "Flammable Solid" 
Hazxref := "FLAMMABSOL" 
FILE record 
! This rule evaluates the explosive characteristic . 
• .. 
• .. 
RULE Determine explosive 
IF The chemical is defined as explosive 
THEN The chemical IS explosive 
AND Hazstmt03 := "Explosive Chemical" 
AND Hazxref := "EXPLOSIVEX" 
AND FILE record 
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. ....( 
I 
.. ! This rule evaluates the thermal burn characteristic . 
• 4 
• .. 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Determine thermal burn 
The chemical is defined as thermal burn 
The chemical IS thermal burn damage 
Hazstmt04 := "Thermal Burns" 
Hazxref := "THERMLBURN" 
FILE record 
I 
.. ! This rule evaluates the strong oxidizer characteristic. 
I 
• 
I 
• 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Determine strong oxidizer 
The chemical is defined as strong oxidizer 
The chemical IS strong oxidizer 
Hazstmt05 := "Strong Oxidizer" 
Hazxref := "STRONGOXID" 
FILE record 
• .. ! This rule evaluates the pyrophoric characteristic. 
I 
• RULE Determine pyrophoric 
IF The chemical is defined as pyrophoric 
THEN The chemical IS pyrophoric 
AND Hazstmt06 := "Pyrophoric Chemical" 
AND Hazxref := "PYROPHORIC .. 
AND FILE record 
I 
.. ! This rule evaluates the organic peroxide characteristic. 
I 
.. 
I 
• 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Determine organic peroxide 
The chemical is defined as causing organic peroxide 
The chemical IS organic peroxide 
Hazstmt07 := "Organic Peroxide .. 
Hazxref := "ORGPEROXID" 
FILE record 
•  ! This rule evaluates the reactive characteristic. 
I 
• 
' • RULE Determine water reactive 
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IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
•  
The chemical is defined as water reactive 
The chemical IS water reactive 
Hazstmt08 := "Water Reactive" 
Hazxref := "WATERREACT" 
FILE record 
! These rules eval~ate the skin contact hazards. 
t 
4 
• 4 RULE 
IF 
OR 
OR 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
I 
t 
Determine skin contact hazard 
The chemical is severe irritant to the skin 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the skin 
The chemical is corrosive to the skin 
The chemical IS skin contact hazard 
Determine severe skin irritant 
The chemical is defined as severe irritant to the skin 
The chemical is severe irritant to the skin 
Hazstmt09 := "Severe Irritant to the Skin" 
Hazxref : = .. SIRRITSKIN" 
FILE record 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the skin 
The chemical is corrosive to the skin 
Determine moderate skin irritant 
The chemical is defined as moderate irritant to the skin 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the skin 
Hazstmt09 := "Moderate Irritant to the Skin" 
Hazxref : = "MIRRITSKIN" 
FILE record 
The chemical is corrosive to the skin 
Determine skin corrosive 
The chemical is defined as corrosive to the skin 
The chemical is corrosive to the skin 
Hazstmt09 := "Corrosive to the Skin" 
Hazxref := "CORROSSKIN" 
FILE record 
I 
• 
' These rules evaluate the eye hazards. 
I 
• 
' • RULE 
IF 
OR 
OR 
THEN 
Determine eye hazard 
The chemical is severe irritant to the eyes 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the eyes 
The chemical is corrosive to the eyes 
The chemical IS eye hazard 
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.ft 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
I 
.. 
Determine severe eye irritant 
The chemical is defined as severe irritant to the eyes 
The chemical is severe irritant to the eyes 
HazstmtlO :::: .. Severe Irritant to the Eyes .. 
Hazxref : = .. SIRRITEYES .. 
FILE record 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the eyes 
The chemical is corrosive to the eyes 
Determine moderate eye irritant 
The chemical is defined as moderate irritant to the eyes 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the eyes 
HazstmtlO := "Moderate Irritant to the Eyes" 
Hazxref : = "MIRRITEYES" 
FILE record 
The chemical is corrosive to the eyes 
Determine eye corrosive 
The chemical is defined as corrosive to the eyes 
The chemical is corrosive to the eyes 
HazstmtlO := "Corrosive to the Eyes" 
Hazxref := "CORROSEYES" 
FILE record 
! These rules evaluate the lung hazards. 
' 
.. 
I 
• 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
OR 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Determine lung hazard 
The chemical is severe irritant to the lungs 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the lungs 
The chemical is corrosive to the lungs 
The chemical IS lung hazard 
Determine severe respiratory irritant 
The chemical is defined as severe irritant to the lungs 
The chemical is severe irritant to the lungs 
Hazstmtll := .. Severe Irritant to the Respiratory Tract" 
Hazxref := "SIRRITLUNG" 
FILE record 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the lungs 
The chemical is corrosive to the lungs 
Determine moderate respiratory irritant 
The chemical is defined as moderate irritant to the lungs 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the lungs 
Hazstmtll := "Moderate Irritant to the Respiratory Tract" 
Hazxref := "MIRRITLUNG" 
FILE record 
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AND NOT 
RllLE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
I 
• 
The chemical is corrosive to the lungs 
Determine respiratory corrosive 
The chemical is defined as corrosive to the lungs The chemical is corrosive to the lungs Hazstmtll := .. Corrosive to the Respiratory Tract" Hazxref := "CORROSLUNG" 
FILE record 
! These rules evaluate the respiratory irritant characteristic. I 
• 
' • RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
I 
• 
Determine respiratory irritant. 
The chemical i~ defined as respiratory irritant The chemical IS respiratory irritant Hazstmt12 := 11 Respiratory Irritant" Hazxref : = "RESPRIRRIT" 
FILE record 
! These rules evaluate the inhalation characteristics. 
' 1 
' 
C 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
' • 
Determine inhalation hazard 
The chemical is toxic by inhalation 
The chemical is highly toxic by inhalation The chemical IS inhalation hazard 
Determine toxic by inhalation 
The chemical is defined as toxic by inhalation The chemical is toxic by inhalation Hazstmt13 := .. Toxic by Inhalation" 
Hazxref : = "TOXICINHAL" 
FILE record 
The chemical is highly toxic by inhalation 
Determine highly toxic by inhalation 
The chemical is defined as highly toxic by inhalation The chemical is highly toxic by inhalation Hazstmt13 := "Highly Toxic by Inhalation" Hazxref : = "HTOXICINHA" 
FILE record 
! These rules evaluate the ingestion characteristics. I 
1 
I 
• 
RULE Determine ingestion hazard 
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IF 
OR 
THEN 
RllLE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
The chemical is toxic by ingestion 
The chemical is highly toxic by ingestion 
The chemical IS ingestion hazard 
Determine toxic by ingestion 
The chemical is defined as toxic by ingestion 
The chemical is toxic by ingestion 
Hazstmt14 := 11 Toxic by Ingestion" 
Hazxref : = "TOXICINGES .. 
FILE record 
The chemical is highly toxic by ingestion 
RULE Determine highly toxic by ingestion 
IF The chemical is defined as highly toxic by ingestion 
THEN The chemical is highly toxic by ingestion 
AND Hazstmt14 := "Highly Toxic by Ingestion" 
AND Hazxref := "HTOXICINGE" 
AND FILE record 
I 
• 
! These rules evaluate the skin absorption characteristics. 
' " 
I 
<I 
RULE Determine skin absorption hazard 
IF The chemical is toxic by skin absorption 
OR The chemical is highly toxic by skin absorption 
THEN The chemical IS skin absorption hazard 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND NOT 
Determine toxic by skin absorption 
The chemical is defined as toxic by skin absorption 
The chemical is toxic by skin absorption 
Hazstmt15 := "Toxic by Skin Absorption" 
Hazxref := 11 TOXICSKABS" 
FILE record 
The chemical is highly toxic by skin absorption 
RULE Determine highly toxic by skin absorption 
IF The chemical is defined as highly toxic by skin absorption 
THEN The chemical is highly toxic by skin absorption 
AND Hazstmt15 := "Highly Toxic by Skin Absorption" 
AND Hazxref := "HTOXICSKAB" 
AND FILE record 
I 
4 
! These rules evaluate the strong sensitizer characteristics. 
I 
4 
' • RULE Determine strong skin sensitizer 
IF The chemical is defined as strong skin sensitizer 
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THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
The chemical IS strong sensitizer to the skin Hazstmt16 := "Strong Sensitizer to the Skin" Hazxref : = "SSENSTSKIN" 
FILE record 
RllLE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Determine strong lungs sensitizer The chemical is defined as strong lungs sensitizer The chemical IS strong sensitizer to the lungs Hazstmt17 := "Strong Sensitizer to the Lungs" Hazxref : = "SSENSTLUNG" FILE record 
I 
• 
! This rule evaluates the teratogen characteristic. 
' • 
I 
.. 
RULE Determine teratogen IF The chemical is defined as teratogen THEN The chemical IS teratogen AND Hazstmt18 := "Teratogen" AND Hazxref := "TERATOGENX" 
AND FILE record 
t 
• 
! This rule evaluates the carcinogen characteristic. I 
• 
' • RULE Determine carcinogen 
IF The chemical is defined as carcinogen THEN The chemical IS carcinogen AND Hazstmt19 := "Carcinogen" AND Hazxref := "CARCINOGEN" AND FILE record 
I 
.. 
! This rule evaluates the mutagenicity characteristic. I 
• 
f 
• 
RULE Determine mutagen IF The chemical is defined as mutagen THEN The chemical IS mutagen AND Hazstmt20 := "Mutagen" AND Hazxref := "MUTAGENXXX" AND FILE record 
•  
! This rule evaluates the reproductive toxin characteristic. 
' 
.. 
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I 
• 
RULE Determine reproductive toxin 
IF The chemical is defined as reproductive toxin 
THEN The chemical IS reproductive toxin 
AND Hazstmt21 := "Reproductive Toxin" 
AND Hazxref := "REPROTOXIN" 
AND FILE record 
I 
• 
! These rules evaluate damage to the target organs. 
I 
• 
I 
• 
RULE Determine liver damage 
IF The chemical is defined as causing liver damage 
THEN The chemical IS liver damage 
AND Hazstmt22 := 11 Liver Damage" 
AND Hazxref := "LIVERDAMAG" 
AND FILE record 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
I 
.. 
Determine kidney damage 
The chemical is defined as causing kidney damage 
The chemical IS kidney damage 
Hazstmt23 I - "Kidney Damage" . -
Hazxref I - "KIDNEYDAMA .. . -
FILE record 
Determine blood damage 
The chemical is defined as causing blood damage 
The chemical IS blood damage 
Hazstmt24 := "Blood Damage" 
Hazxref := "BLOODDAMAG" 
FILE record 
Determine nerve damage 
The chemical is defined as causing nerve damage 
The chemical IS nerve damage 
Hazstmt25 := "Nerve Damage" 
Hazxref := "NERVEDAMAG" 
FILE record 
Determine lung damage 
The chemical is defined as causing lung damage 
The chemical IS lung damage 
Hazstmt26 := "Lung Damage" 
Hazxref := "LUNGSDAMAG" 
FILE record 
! This rule test to see if you would like to continue to 
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.. 
I 
.. display precautionary labeling 
' • RULE Precautionary labeling 
IF You want to display precautionary labeling THEN Continue to display precautionary labeling ELSE CYCLE 
I 
.. 
! These rules are used to display the precautionary labeling statements. 
' 
.. 
I 
.. 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Determine pressure hazard 
The chemical IS pressure hazard 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Pressure Hazard" 
Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
Hazstl := "CONTENTS UNDER PRESSURE" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := 11 Do not puncture or incinerate container." Precm2 : = .. " 
Precm3 : = " .. 
Precm4 : = .. " 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine combustible liquid 
The chemical IS combustible liquid 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= .. Combustible Liquid" 
Hazword:= "CAUTION!" 
Hazstl := "COMBUSTIBLE LIQUID AND VAPOR" Hazst2 .:= " .. 
Precml := "Keep away from heat and flame." 
Precm2 : = " .. 
Precm3 : = " " 
Precm4 : = .. " 
Precm5 : = .. " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine extremely flammable liquid 
The chemical is extremely flammable liquid Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Extremely Flammable Liquid" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE LIQUID AND VAPOR .. Hazst2 := "VAPOR MAY CAUSE FLASH FIRE" Precml := "Keep away from heat, sparks, and flame." Precm2 := "Keep container closed ... 
Precm3 := "Use with adequate ventilation." 
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AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
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AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
Precm4 : = .... 
Precm5 : = " .. 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine flammable liquid 
The chemical is flammable liquid 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Flammable Liquid" 
Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
Hazstl := 11 FLAMMABLE LIQUID AND VAPOR" 
Hazst2 : = .. .. 
Precml := "Keep away from heat, sparks, and flame ... 
Precm2 := "Keep container closed." 
Precm3 := "Use with adequate ventilation." 
Precm4 : = " " 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine flammable gas 
The chemical is flammable gas 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Flammable Gas" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "FLAMMABLE GAS" 
Hazst2 := "MAY CAUSE FLASH FIRE" 
Precml := "Keep away from heat, sparks, and flame." 
Precm2 := "Keep container closed." 
Precm3 := "Use with adequate ventilation." 
Precm4 : = .. " 
Precm5 : = .. " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine flammable aerosol 
The chemical is flammable aerosol 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Flammable Aerosol" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "FLAMMABLE AEROSOL" 
Hazst2 := "MAY CAUSE FLASH FIRE" 
Precml := "Keep away from heat, sparks, and flame." 
Precm2 := "Keep container closed." 
Precm3 := "Use with adequate ventilation." 
Precm4 : = " " 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine flammable solid 
The chemical is flammable solid 
Display precautionary labeling 
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AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
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IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Hazard . - 11 Flammable S0lid 11 . -
Hazword:= 11 WARNING!" 
Hazstl . - "FLAMMABLE SOLID" . -
Hazst2 ti " . -. -
Precml ' - .. Keep away from heat, . 
Precm2 .. " . -. -
Precm3 .. .. . -. -
Precm4 ' - " .. . 
Precm5 II .. . -. -
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine explosive 
The chemical IS explosive 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Explosive Chemical" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
sparks, and 
Hazstl := "VAPORS MAY IGNITE EXPLOSIVELY" Hazst2 : = " " 
flame. .. 
Precml := "Keep from contamination by any source, including metals," Precm2 := "dust, and organic materials. Such contamination can cause" Precm3 := "rapid decomposition, generation of high pressures," Precm4 := "or formation of explosive mixtures." Precm5 : = .. " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine thermal burn 
The chemical IS thermal burn damage Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Thermal Burns" 
Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
Hazstl : = " " 
Hazst2 : = " .. 
Precml := "Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing." Precm2 : = " " 
Precm3 : = .. ,. 
Precm4 : = " " 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine strong oxidizer 
The chemical IS strong oxidizer 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Strong Oxidizer" 
Hazword:= "DANGER! .. 
Hazstl := "STRONG OXIDIZER" Hazst2 := "CONTACT WITH OTHER MATERIAL MAY CAUSE FIRE" Precml := "Keep from contact with clothing and other combustible" Precm2 := "materials." 
Precm3 := "Do not store near combustible materials." 
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. ' 
AND Precm4 := "Store in tightly closed container." 
AND Precm5 := .. 11 
AND DISPLAY precautionary statements 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN ,( 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
Determine pyrophoric 
The chemical IS pyrophoric 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Pyrophoric Chemical" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE" 
Hazst2 := "CATCHES FIRE IF EXPOSED TO AIR" 
Precml := "Keep away from heat, sparks, and flame ... 
Precm2 := "Keep container tightly closed." 
Precm3 : = .. 11 
Precm4 : = .... 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine organic peroxide 
The chemical IS organic peroxide 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Organic Peroxide .. 
Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
Hazstl := " .. 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := 0 Do not add to hot materials. Do not grind or subject" 
Precm2 := "to heat or shock, explosive decomposition may result ... 
Precm3 : = " " 
Precm4 : = .... 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine water reactive 
The chemical IS water reactive 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Water Reactive" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "SPILLAGE MAY CAUSE FIRE OR LIBERATE DANGEROUS GAS" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := 11 Keep from any possible contact with wat~r." 
Precm2 := "Do not add water to contents while in a container because" 
Precm3 := "of violent reaction and possible flash fire." 
Precm4 : = " " 
Precm5 : = .. "~ 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine severe skin irritant 
The chemical is severe irritant to the skin 
Display precautionary labeling 
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AND I 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Hazard := "Irritant, Severe skin" 
Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
Hazstl := "CAUSES SKIN IRRITATION" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin and clothing." 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
P 3 .. " recm := 
P 4 " .. recm := 
Precm5 : = " .. 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine moderate skin irritant 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the skin 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Irritant, Moderate Skin" 
Hazword:= "CAUTION!" 
Hazstl := "MAY CAUSE SKIN IRRITATION" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin and clothing .. 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 : = " " 
Precm4 : = .. .. 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine skin corrosive 
The chemical is corrosive to the skin 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Corrosive, Skin" 
Hazword:= 11 DANGER! .. 
Hazstl := "CAUSES SEVERE SKIN BURNS" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin or clothing." 
Precm2 := "Avoid breathing (dust, vapor, mist, gas)." 
Precm3 := "Keep container closed ... 
Precm4 := "Use with adequate ventilation." 
Precm5 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine severe eye irritant 
The chemical is severe irritant to the eyes 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Irritant, Severe Eye" 
Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
Hazstl := "CAUSES EYE IRRITATION .. 
Hazst2 : = " .. 
Precml := "Avoid contact with eyes." 
Precm2 := 11 Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 : = " " 
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AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
Precm4 : = " .. 
Precm5 : = " .. 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine moderate eye irritant 
The chemical is moderate irritant to the eyes Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Irritant, Moderate Eye" 
Hazword:= "CAUTION!" 
Hazstl := "MAY CAUSE EYE IRRITATION" Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml : = ·· Avoid contact with eyes. " Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." Precm3 : = " " 
Precm4 : = " " 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine eye corrosive 
The chemical is corrosive to the eyes Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Corrosive, Eye" 
Hazwo:t'd: = "DANGER! .. 
Hazstl := "CAUSES SEVERE EYE BURNS" Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Avoid contact with eyes." Precm2 := "Avoid breathing (dust, vapor, mist, gas)." Precm3 := "Keep container closed." 
Precm4 := "Use with adequate ventilation." Precm5 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine severe respiratory irritant The chemical is severe irritant to the lungs Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Irritant, Severe Respiratory" Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
Hazstl := "CAUSES RESPIRATORY TRACT IRRITATION" Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Avoid breathing (dust, vapor, mist, gas)." Precm2 := "Keep container closed." 
Precm3 := "Use with adequate ventilation." Precm4 := .... 
Precm5 : = " ·· 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine moderate respiratory irritant The chemical is moderate irritant to the lungs Display precautionary labeling 
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1· 
b 
AND Hazard:= "Irritant, Moderate Respiratory" 
AND Hazword:= "CAUTION!" 
AND Hazstl := "MAY CAUSE RESPIRATORY TRACT IRRITATION" 
AND H t2 ti II azs := 
AND Precml := "Avoid breathing (dust, vapor, mist, gas)." 
AND Precm2 := "Keep container closed." 
AND Precm3 := "Use with adequate ventilation." 
AND P 4 II ti recm := 
AND Precm5 :="" 
AND DISPLAY precautionary statements 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Determine respiratory corrosive 
The chemical is corrosive to the lungs 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Corrosive, Respiratory Tract" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "CAUSES SEVERE BURNS" 
Hazst2 : = " .. 
Precml := "Avoid contact with eyes, on skin or on clothing." 
Precm2 := "Avoid breathing (dust, vapor, mist, gas)." 
Precm3 := "Keep container closed." 
Precm4 := "Use with adequate ventilation." 
Precm5 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine respiratory irritant. 
The chemical IS respiratory irritant 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Respiratory Irritant" 
Hazword:= "CAUTION!" 
Hazstl : = "HARMFUL IF INHALED AND MAY CAUSE DEfLAYED LUNG INJURY" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Avoid breathing (dust, vapor, mist, gas)." 
Precm2 := "Keep container closed." 
Precm3 : = "Use with adequate ventilation._" 
Precm4 : = " .. 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
RULE Determine toxic by inhalation 
IF The chemical is toxic by inhalation 
THEN Display precautionary labeling 
AND Hazard:= "Toxic (by inhalation)" 
AND Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
AND Hazstl := "HARMFUL IF INHALED .. 
AND Hazst2 := " .. 
AND Precml := "Avoid breathing (dust, vapor, mist, gas)." 
AND Precm2 := "Keep container closed." 
AND Precm3 := "Use with adequate ventilation ... 
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THEN 
Precm4 :=" " 
Precm5 : = .... 
.. 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine highly toxic by inhalation 
The chemical is highly toxic by inhalation Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Highly Toxic (by inhalation)" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl :="MAYBE FATAL IF INHALED" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Do not breathe (dust, vapor, mist, gas)." Precm2 := "Keep container closed." 
Precm3 := "Use with adequate ventilation." 
Precm4 : = " " 
Precm5 : = " .. 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine toxic by ingestion 
The chemical is toxic by ingestion 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Toxic (by ingestion)" 
Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
Hazstl := "HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED" 
Hazst2 : = .. .. 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin and clothing." Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 : = " " 
Precm4 : = " " 
Precm5 : = .. " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine highly toxic by ingestion 
The chemical is highly toxic by ingestion Display precautionary labeling Hazard := "Highly toxic (by ingestion)" Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl :="MAYBE FATAL IF SWALLOWED" 
Hazst2 : = .. " 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin and clothing." Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 : = " " 
Precm4 : = " " 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine toxic by skin absorption 
The chemical is toxic by skin absorption Display precautionary labeling 
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Hazard := "Toxic (by absorption)" 
Hazword:= "WARNING!" 
Hazstl := "HARMFUL IF ABSORBED THROUGH SKIN" 
H t2 II II azs := 
Precml := "Avoid contact with eyes., skin, and clothing." 
Precm2 : = "Wash thoroughly after handling.·· 
P 3 II II recm := 
P 4 .... recm := 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine highly toxic by skin absorption 
The chemical is highly toxic by skin absorption 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Highly toxic (by absorption)" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl :="MAYBE FATAL IF ABSORBED THROUGH SKIN" 
Hazst2 :=" 11 
Precml := "Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing." 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 : = " " 
Precm4 : = " .. 
Precm5 : = .. .. 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine strong skin sensitizer 
The chemical IS strong sensitizer to the skin 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Strong Sensitizer, Skin" 
Hazword: = "WARNING!" 
Hazstl : = ''MAY CAUSE ALLERGIC SKIN REACTION" 
Hazst2 : = " .. 
Precml := "Avoid prolonged or repeated contact with skin." 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 : = .. " 
Precm4 : = " " 
Precm5 : = .. " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine strong lungs sensitizer 
The chemical IS strong sensitizer to the lungs 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Strong Sensitizer, Lungs" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "MAY CAUSE SEVERE ALLERGIC RESPIRATORY REACTION" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Do not breathe (dust, vapor, mist, gas)." 
Precm2 := "Keep container closed." 
Precm3 := .. Use only with adequate ventilation." 
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IF 
THEN 
Precm4 : = .. " 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine teratogen 
The chemical IS teratogen 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Teratogenicity" 
Hazword: = "DANGER! .. 
Hazstl := "POSSIBLE BIRTH DEFECT HAZARD" 
Hazst2 := "MAY CAUSE BIRTH DEFECTS BASED ON ANIMAL DATA" 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothing." 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 : = .. 11 
Precm4 : = .... 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine carcinogen 
The chemical IS carcinogen 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Carcinogenicity" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "SUSPECT CANCER HAZARD" 
Hazst2 : = "MAY CAUSE CANCER .. 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothing." 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling ... 
Precm3 := 11 Risk of cancer depends on duration and level of exposure ... 
Precm4 : = .. " 
Precm5 : = 11 " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine mutagen 
The chemical IS mutagen 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard . - ··Mutagen .. . -
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl . - .. II . -
Hazst2 . - II I I . -
Precml "Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and . -. -
Precm2 . - "Wash thoroughly after handling." . -
Precm3 . - .. .. . -
Precm4 . - .. .. . -
Precm5 . - ti .. . -
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine reproductive toxin 
The chemical IS reproductive toxin 
'Display precautionary labeling 
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clothing. " 
.• ·1 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
Hazard:= "Reproductive System Effects Based on Animal Data" 
Hazword:= .. DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "CONTAINS MATERIAL WHICH MAY CAUSE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM" 
Hazst2 : = "EFFECTS BASED ON ANIMAL DATA. 11 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothing." 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
P 3 II II recm := 
P 4 II U recm := 
Precm5 : = " " 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine liver damage 
The chemical IS liver damage 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard 1: = "Liver Damage (Delayed Hazard) Based on Animal Data" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "CAN CAUSE LIVER DAMAGE" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Pre,pml : = "Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothing. 11 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 := "Risk of damage and effects depends upon duration and" 
Precm4 := "level of exposure." 
Precm5 : = 11 .. 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine kidney damage 
The chemical IS kidney damage 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard := "Kidney Damage (Delayed Hazard) Based on Animal Data" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "CAN CAUSE KIDNEY DAMAGE" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothing." 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 := "Risk of damag1e and effects depends upon duration and" 
Precm4 := "level of exposure." 
Precm5 : = " .. 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine blood damage 
The chemical IS blood damage 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Blood Damage (Delayed Hazard) Based on Animal Data" 
Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := .. CAN CAUSE BLOOD DAMAGE" 
Hazst2 : = .. " 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothing." 
Precm2 := .. Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 := .. Risk of damage and effects depends upon duration and" 
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, .. ' 
AND Precm4 := "level of exposure." AND Precm5 := .. " 
AND DISPLAY precautionary statements 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND , 
AND 
• AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
I 
• 
Determine nerve damage 
The chemical IS nerve damage 
Display precautionary labeling 
.. 
Hazard:= "Nerve Damage (Delayed Hazard) Based on Animal Data" Hazword:= 11 DANGER! 0 
Hazstl := "CAN CAUSE NERVOUS SYSTEM DAMAGE" 
Hazst2 : = " ·· 
Precml := "Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothing." Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 := "Risk of damage and effects depends upon duration and" Precm4 := "level of exposure." 
Precm5 : = .. .. 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Determine lung damage 
The chemical IS lung damage 
Display precautionary labeling 
Hazard:= "Lung Damage (Delayed Hazard) Based on Animal Data" Hazword:= "DANGER!" 
Hazstl := "CAN CAUSE LUNG DAMAGE" 
Hazst2 : = " " 
Precml := "Avoid inhalation of dust, mist, or vapor." 
Precm2 := "Wash thoroughly after handling." 
Precm3 := "Risk of damage and effects depends upon duration and" Precm4 := "level of exposure." 
Precm5 : = " .. fl\ 
DISPLAY precautionary .statements 
! This rule is used to begin another session and append to the output file. I 
• 
I 
• 
RULE Begin again 
IF You want to begin again 
THEN Display precautionary labeling 
AND CYCLE 
I 
• 
! These are the questions the user is asked in order to determine ! the hazard characteristics . 
•  
TEXT The chemical code 
\ 
Please type in the COPIS product mnemonic 
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ff ,. 
' • 
TEXT 
' • TEXT 
I 
t 
TEXT 
using uppercase letters and enclosed in single quotes. 
If the mnemonic is less than six characters in length, 
left justify and blank fill to the right. This is 
necessary in order to load the results into the 
Printware Labeling System. 
Press <ENTER> to continue 
Press <FlO> to exit 
The chemical name 
Please type in the chemical product name 
to be used on the label and press <ENTER> to continue ... 
The chemical is defined as pressure hazard 
P R E S S U R E H A Z A R D 
The chemical falls into one of the following categories: 
(1) The chemical generates pressure by spontaneous polymerization 
unless protected by the addition of an inhibitor, or by refrigeration 
or other thermal control; 
(2) The chemical may decompose to release gas in its container; 
(3) The chemical pressurizes the contents of a self-pressurized 
container. 
The chemical is defined as flammable gas 
r: •'··'~s>;·-1·..,--•. 
F.L AM MABLE G A S 
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I 
• 
This is a gas with either of the following properties: 
(a) At atmospheric temperature and pressure, forms a flammable mixture 
with air when present at a lower flammable limit concentration of 13 % 
or less (by volume), or forms a range of flammable mixtures with air 
wider than 12 % regardless of the lower limit, where such range is de-fined as the difference between the upper flammable limit and the lowe flammable limit of the gas; 
(b) Above atmospheric pressure, projects~ flame of more than 18 beyond the ignition source with the valve 'opened fully, or the flame flashes back and burns at the valve with any degree of valve opening, 
when tested in the flame projection apparatus described by the Association of American Railroadsr Bureau of Explosives. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as flammable aerosol 
' • 
F L A M M A B L E A E R O S O L 
The chemical is an aerosol that when tested by the method described in 16 CFR 1500.45 yields a flame projection exceeding 18 inches 
at full valve opening, or a flashback (a flame extending back to the valve) at any degree of valve opening. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as flammable solid 
, 
• 
' j 
/ \ / ; F L A M M A B L E S O L I D 
The chemical is a solid, other than an explosive, that is liable to 
cause fire through friction, absorption of moisture, spontaneous 
chemical change, or retained heat from manufacturing or processingJ or that can be ignited readily and, when ignited burns so vigorously 
and persistently as to create a hazard. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as explosive 
' • 
E X P L O S I V E 
The chemical has the potential for forming explosive air/ dust 
mixtures. 
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TEXT The chemical is defined as thermal burn 
' • 
T H E R M A L B U R N S 
The chemical causes thermal burns due to extreme high or low 
temperatures (e.g. molton material, cryogenic liquid). 
TEXT The chemical is defined as strong oxidizer 
! r 
S T R O N G 0 X I D I Z E R 
The chemical promotes oxidation readily and, on contact with 
combustible material, may cause fire. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as pyrophoric 
I 
• 
P Y R O P H O R I C 
The chemical will ignite spontaneously in dry or moist air 
at a temperature of 130 degrees fahrenheit (54.4 C) or below. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as causing organic peroxide 
' • 
0 R G A N I C P E R O X I D E 
The chemical is an organic compound that contains the bivalent 
-0-0- structure and which may be considered to be a structural 
derivative of hydrogen peroxide where one or both of the hydrogen 
atoms has been replaced by an organic radical. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as water reactive 
W A T E R R E A C T I V E 
The chemical can cause a reaction with water to create an 
irritating vapor. 
The chemical is defined as severe irritant to the skin 
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) 
\ 
( 
~ 
! ) 
TEXT I 
\ 
I 
' .. 
TEXT 
' 
.. 
TEXT 
I 
.. 
TEXT 
•  
S E V E R E S K I N I R R I T A N T 
The chemical, not a corrosive chemical, causes a severe reversible inflammatory effect on living tissue upon .contact to bare skin. 
The chemical is defined as moderate irritant to the skin 
M O D E R A T E S K I N I R R I T A N T 
The chemical, not a corrosive chemical, causes a moderate reversible inflammatory effect on living tissue upon contact to bare skin. 
The chemical is defined as corrosive to the skin 
S K I N C O R R O S I V E 
The chemical causes visible destruction of or irreversible 
alterations in living tissue by chemical action when in contact 
with the bare skin. 
- OR -
The chemical which when tested on the intact skin of albino rabbits destroys or changes irreversibly the structure of the tissue at the site of contact following an exposure period of 4 hours. 
The chemical is defined as severe irritant to the eyes 
S E V E R E E Y E I R R I T A N T 
The chemical, not a corrosive chemical, causes a severe reversible inflammatory effect on living tissue upon contact to the eye. 
The chemical is defined as moderate irritant to the eyes 
M O D E R A T E E Y E I R R I T A N T 
.The chemical, not a corrosive chemical, causes a moderate reversible inflammatory effect on living tissue upon contact to the eye . 
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. TEXT 
I 
• 
TEXT 
t 
• 
The chemical is defined as corrosive to the eyes 
E Y E C O R R O S I V E 
The chemical causes visible destruction of or irreversible 
alterations in living tissue by chemical action when in contact 
with the eye. 
The chemical is defined as severe irritant to the lungs 
S E V E R E R E S P I R A T O R Y I R R I T A N T 
The chemical, not a corrosive chemical, causes a severe reversible 
inflammatory effect on living tissue upon inhalation. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as moderate irritant to the lungs 
' t TEXT 
I 
• 
M O D E R A T E R E S P I R A T O R Y I R R I T A N T 
The chemical, not a corrosive chemical, causes a moderate reversible 
inflammatory effect on living tissue upon inhalation. 
The chemical is defined as corrosive to the lungs 
R E S P I R A T O R Y CORR o··s IVE 
The chemical causes visible destruction of or irreversible 
·alterations in living tissue by chemical action via inhalation. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as respiratory irritant 
I 
• 
R E S P I R A T O R Y I R R I T A N T 
The chemical is an amine with a vapor pressure greater than 6 mm Hg 
at 68 - 78 degrees fahrenheit (20 - 26 C) or, in the absence of vapor 
pressure data, a boiling point of less than 266 degrees fahrenheit 
(130 C) or is a component with an exposure limit (TLV or PEL) assigned 
based on irritation. 
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TEXT 
I 
.. 
TEXT 
The chemical is defined as toxic by inhalation 
T O X I C B y I N H A L A T I O N 
The chemical has a median lethal concentration (LC50) in air of more 
than 200 part per million (ppm), but not more than 2000 parts per 
million (ppm) by volume of gas or vapor, or more than 2 milligrams per 
liter, but not more than 20 milligrams per liter of mist, fume, or 
dust, when administered by continuous inhalation for 1 hour (or less, 
if death occurs within 1 hour). 
- OR -
The literature indicates the chemical may be fatal or cause death 
if inhaled for a brief duration. 
The chemical is defined as highly toxic by inhalation 
H I G H L Y T O X I C B y I N H A L A T I O N 
The chemical has a median lethal concentration (LC50) in air of 
200 part per million (ppm) by volume or less of gas or vapor, or 2 
milligrams per liter or less of mist, fume, or dust when administered 
by continuous inhalation for 1 hour (or less, if death occurs within 1 
hour). 
- OR -
The chemical is a liquid having a saturated vapor concentration (ppm) 
at 68 degrees fahrenheit (20 C) equal to or greater than ten times 
~its LC50 (vapor) value (ppm), if the LC50 value is 1000 parts 
per million (ppm) or less when administered by continuous inhalation 
for 1 hour (or less, if death occurs within one hour). 
- OR -
The literature indicates the chemical can be fatal or cause death to 
humans if inhaled. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as toxic by ingestion 
T O X I C B y I N G E S T I O N 
The chemical has a median lethal dose (LD50) of more than 50 
milligrams per kilogram but not more than 500 milligrams per kilogram 
of body weight when administered orally to albino rats weighing betwee 
200 and 300 grams each. / 
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- OR -
The literature indicates the chemical is harmful if swallowed. I 
• 
TEXT The chemical is defined as highly toxic by ingestion 
I 
• 
H I G H L Y T O X I C B y I N G E S T I O N 
The chemical has a median lethal dose (LD50) of 50 milligrams or less per kilogram of body weight when administered orally to albino rats weighing between 200 and 300 grams each. 
- OR -
The literature indicates the chemical is fatal to humans if swallowed. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as toxic by skin absorption 
I 
• 
T O X I C B y A B S O R P T I O N 
The chemical has a median lethal dose (LD50) of more than 200 milligrams per kilogram but not more than 1000 milligrams per kilogram of body weight when administered by continuous contact for 24 hours (or less, if death occurs within 24 hours) with the bare skin of albino rabbits weighing between 2 and 3 kilograms each. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as highly toxic by skin absorption 
I 
• 
H I G H L Y T O X I C B y A B S O R P T I O N 
The chemical has a median lethal dose (LD50) of 200 milligrams or less per kilogram of body weight when administered by continuous con-tact for 24 hours (or less, if death occurs within 24 hours) with the bare skin of albino rabbits weighing between 2 and 3 kilograms each. 
TEXT The chemical is defined as strong skin sensitizer 
S T R O N G S K I N S E N S I T I Z E R 
The chemical causes a substantial proportion of exposed people or animals an allergic reaction in contact with the bare skiri after repeated exposure to the chemical. 
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----------------'------··--------
I 
• 
TEXT 
I 
• 
TEXT 
' • TEXT 
TEXT 
• • 
The chemical is defined as strong lungs sensitizer 
' ' 
S T R O N G L U N G S S E N S I T I Z E R 
The chemical causes a substantial proportion of exposed people 
or animals an allergic reaction in contact through inhalation after 
repeated exposure to the chemical. 
The chemical is defined as teratogen 
T E R A T O G E N 
In an animal assay for teratogenicity, the chemical is shown to 
cause fetal injury or defects in fetal development in a statistical 
proportion of the test population at a concentration that has no 
adverse effects on the female. 
The chemical is defined as carcinogen 
C A R C I N O G E N 
The chemical or a chemical component (greater than 0.1% for mixtures) 
is identified as a carcinogen or potential carcinogen in: 
(1) The National Toxicology Program (NTP), annual report on 
Carcinogens (latest edition). 
- OR -
(2) International Agency for Research n Cancer (!ARC) Monographs 
(latest edition). 
- OR -
(3) 29 CFR Part 1910, Subpart Z, Toxic or Hazardous Substances, 
OSHA. 
- OR -
(4) Section Ala, Alb or A2 of appendix A of the Threshold Limit 
Values for Chemical Substances and Phyical Agents in the Work 
Environment, published by ACGIH. 
The chemical is defined as mutagen 
M U T A G E N 
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I 
• 
TEXT 
I 
• 
TEXT 
• , 
TEXT 
' • TEXT 
The chemical is known to cause an alteration in the genes or 
chromosomes of humans. 
The chemical is defined as reproductive toxin 
R E P R O D U C T I V E T O X I N 
The chemical affects the reproductive capabilities including 
chromosomal damage (mutations) and effects on fetuses 
(teratogenesis). 
The chemical is defined as causing liver damage 
L I V E R D A M A G E 
There is evidence the chemical can cause human liver damage. 
\ 
- OR -
There is evidence the chemical may cause liver damage based on 
animal data . 
The chemical is defined as causing kidney damage 
K I D N E Y D A M A G E 
There is evidence the chemical can cause human kidney damage. 
- OR -
' 
There is evidence the chemical may cause kidney damage based on 
animal data. 
The chemical is defined as causing blood damage 
B L O O D D A M A G E 
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I» . 
-
·-- --
~· ---------------
' • TEXT 
___ ,-' 
' • TEXT 
' 
.. 
TEXT 
' • 
TEXT 
There is evidence the chemical can cause human blood damage. 
- OR -
There is evidence the chemical may cause blood damage based on 
animal data. 
The chemical is defined as causing nerve damage 
N E R V E D A M A G E 
There is evidence the chemical can cause human nerve damage. 
- OR -
There is evidence the chemical may cause nerve damage based on 
animal data. 
The chemical is defined as causing lung damage 
L U N G D A M A G E 
There is evidence the chemical can cause human lung damage. 
- OR -
There is evidence the chemical may cause lung damage based on 
animal data. 
You want to display precautionary labeling 
Do you want to display the precautionary labeling statements? 
You want to begin again 
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Do you want to begin another session? 
' • DISPLAY h~zard conclusion 
L A B E L I N G A S S I S T A N T R E S U L T S 
*************************************************** * The following results indicate the hazards for * 
* the chemical product: * 
* * * [The chemical code] 
*************************************************** 
HAZARD( S): 
[HazstmtOl] 
[Hazstmt02] 
[Hazstmt03] 
[Hazstmt04] 
[Hazstmt05] 
Press the <Fl> key to continue to next page ... 
Hazard(s) continued ... 
[Hazstmt06] 
[Hazstmt07] 
[Hazstmt08] 
[Hazstmt09] 
[HazstmtlO] 
[Hazstmtll] 
[Hazstmt12] 
[Hazstmt13] 
[Hazstmt14] 
[Hazstmt15] 
[Hazstmt16] 
[Hazstmt17] 
[Hazstmt18] 
[Hazstmt19] 
[Hazstmt20] 
[Hazstmt21] 
Press the <Fl> key to continue to next page ... 
Hazard(s) continued ... 
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* 
' .. 
(:,;,., 
I 
• 
[Hazstmt22] 
[Hazstmt23] 
[Hazstmt24] 
[Hazstmt25] 
[Hazstmt26] 
Press the <Fl> key to return to first page 
Press <ENTER> to continue 
DISPLAY precautionary statements 
Hazard: [Hazard] 
Signal Word: [Hazword] 
Statement: [Hazstl] 
[Hazst2] 
Pree. Measures: [Precml] 
[Precm2] 
[Precm3] 
[Precm4] 
[Precm5] 
Press <ENTER> to continue ... 
DISPLAY record 
[The chemical code] [Hazxref] [The chemical name] 
I 
• 
DISPLAY no warning label required 
NO HAZARD LABEL IS REQUIRED FOR THIS CHEMICAL PRODUCT 
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[The chemical code] 
Press <ENTER> to continue ... 
END 
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-******************************************************************** 
-* THE LABELING ASSISTANT/ PRINTWARE INTERFACE PROGRAM * 
---* WRITTEN APRIL, 1989 * 
-* AUTHOR: R.C. ZUNINO * 
-******************************************************************** 
-******************************************************************** 
-* CHANGES: * 
-* REF DATE DESCRIPTION CHARGE SEQ* 
-* * 
-* * 
-* * 
-******************************************************************** 
-*SET MORE=ON,MSG=OFF 
-TOP 
-SET &COUNTER= 0; 
-SET &LASTREC =' '; 
-SET &Fl 
-SET &F2 
-SET &F3 
-SET &PC 
-SET &PWX 
-SET &PN 
-SET &HPC 
-SET &HPN 
-SET &HAZl 
-SET &HAZ2 
-SET &HAZ3 
-SET &HAZ4 
-SET &HAZ5 
-SET &HAZ6 
-SET &HAZ7 
-SET &HAZ8 
-SET &HAZ9 
,. ·" 
- . 
- J 
-
-
-
-
,. 
-
-
,. 
-
-
,. 
-
-
,. 
-
-
- ,. 
-
,. 
-
-
,. 
-
-
- ,. 
-
,,. 
-
-
,. 
-
-
.. 
-
-
.. 
-
-
,. 
-
-
,. 
-
-
,. 
,. ,. 
-SET &HAZlO =' 
-SET &HAZll =' 
-RUN 
-TYPE 
,. 
• 
J 
• J 
,. 
• 
J 
.. 
• 
., 
,. 
• 
J 
.,. 
• 
' ,. 
• , 
,. 
• 
' .. 
• 
J 
.. 
• 
' ,. . 
J 
,. 
.. 
., 
,. 
• 
' ,. 
• 
J 
,. 
• 
' ,. • 
., 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
THIS PROGRAM WILL ·usE THE OUTPUT FILE FROM THE HAZARDOUS 
CHEMICAL LABELING ASSISTANT AND MATCH THE DATA TO THE 
PRINTWARE CROSS REFERENCE FOCUS FILE. 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
THE PROGRAM WILL THEN OUTPUT THE HAZARD STORIES FOR EACH 
PRODUCT IN THE LABELING ASSISTANT FILE. 
AN ERROR REPORT IS GENERATED FOR ALL HAZARDS IDENTIFIED 
IN THE LABELING ASSISTANT WITH NO HAZARD STORY IN THE 
PRINTWARE CROSS REFERENCE FILE. 
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING FILES USED IN THIS PROGRAM: 
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.. 
• J 
, 
• 
' 
(J 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
INPUT FILE: 
INPUT FILE: 
INPUT FILE: 
INPUT FILE: 
INPUT FILE: 
OUTPUT FILE: 
C:HAZARDS.ASC 
C:LABASIST.MAS 
C:PWRLFILE.MAS 
C:APCLABEL.MAS 
C:APCLABEL.FOC 
C:PWRECS.DAT 
PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE ... 
FILEDEF LABASIST DISK C:HAZARDS.ASC 
FILEDEF PWRLFILE DISK C:PWLOAD.DAT 
FILEDEF APCLABEL DISK C:APCLABEL.FOC 
FILEDEF MATRECS DISK C:MATRECS.DAT 
FILEDEF EXCRECS DISK C:EXCRECS.DAT 
FILEDEF PWRECS DISK C:PWRECS.DAT 
DOS ERASE PWRECS.DAT 
-RUN 
-CRTCLEAR 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
/ 
FROM LABELING ASSISTANT 
LABELING ASSISTANT MFD 
LABELING ASSISTANT REFORMATTED 
PRINTWARE XREF MASTER 
PRINTWARE XREF FOCUS FILE 
TO PRINTWARE SYSTEM 
-TYPE THE PRINTWARE CROSS REFERENCE PROCEDURE IS EXECUTING ... 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-STARTLOOP 
-READ LABASIST &Fl.Al. &PC.AS. &F2.A3. &PWX.AlO. &F3.A2. &PN.A50. 
-SET &COUNTER= &COUNTER+ 1; 
-IF &COUNTER GT 11 GOTO ABERR; 
-IF &IORETURN NE O GOTO EOFSTEP; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 1 GOTO RECl; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 2 GOTO REC2; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 3 GOTO REC3; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 4 GOTO REC4; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 5 GOTO REC5; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 6 GOTO RECS; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 7 GOTO REC7; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 8 GOTO REC8; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 9 GOTO REC9; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 10 GOTO REClO; 
-IF &COUNTER EQ 11 GOTO RECll; 
-ABERR 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE ABNORMAL TERMINATION - MORE THAN 10 HAZARDS PER CHEMICAL ... 
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MFD 
-EXIT 
-RECl 
-SET &HPC = &PC; 
-SET &HPN = &PN; 
-SET &HAZl = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-REC2 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZ2 = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-REC3 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZ3 = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-REC4 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZ4 = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-REC5 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZ5 = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-REC6 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZ6 = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-REC7 . 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZ7 = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-REC8 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZ8 = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
. -REC9 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZ9 = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-REClO 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZlO = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-RECll ~ 
-IF &PC NE &HPC GOTO OUTFILE; 
-SET &HAZll = &PWX; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-EOFSTEP 
-SET &LASTREC = Y; 
-OUTFILE 
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I 
/ 
• 
-SET &HAZALL = &HAZl: : &HAZ2: ,: &HAZ3: : &HAZ4: : &HAZ5: : 
-&HAzs: :&HAZ7: :&HAZ8: :&HAZ9: :&HAZlO; 
-WRITE PWRLFILE &HPC &HAZALL &HPN 
-IF &LASTREC EQ Y GOTO TABLERPT; 
-SET &HPC = &PC; 
-SET &HPN = &PN; 
-SET &HAZl = &PWX; 
-SET &HAZ2 =r 
-SET &HAZ3 ='" 
-SET &HAZ4 ='" 
-SET &HAZ5 ='" 
-SET &HAZ6 ='" 
-SET &HAZ7 ='" 
-SET &HAZ8 ='" 
-SET &HAZ9 ='" 
-SET &HAZlO =" 
-SET &HAZll =" 
-SET &COUNTER= 1; 
-GOTO STARTLOOP 
-TABLERPT 
MATCH FILE PWRLFILE 
PRINT PC PN 
BY HAZ_DESCRPT 
RUN 
FILE APCLABEL 
,. 
• 
J 
,. 
• , 
,. 
• 
J 
,. 
• J 
,. 
• J 
,. 
• 
J 
r 
• 
' ,. 
• 
' ,. . 
• 
J 
'" • 
J 
, 
PRINT HAZSTO HANDSTO FRSTSTO FHAZSTO FHANDSTO FFRSTSTO 
PIC FPICl FPIC2 FPIC3 FPIC4 
.. BY HAZ_DESCRPT 
AFTER MATCH HOLD AS MATRECS OLD-AND-NEW 
END 
-IF &LINES EQ O GOTO NXTMAT; 
TABLE FILE MATRECS 
PRINT E04 E05 E06 E07 E08 E09 ElO Ell E12 E13 E14 
BY E02 
BY E03 
IF E02 NE r ,. 
ON TABLE SAVE AS PWRECS 
END 
-NXTMAT 
MATCH FILE PWRLFILE 
PRINT PC PN 
BY HAZ_DESCRPT 
RUN 
FILE APCLABEL 
PRINT HAZSTO 
BY HAZ_DESCRPT 
AFTER MATCH HOLD AS EXCRECS OLD-NOT-NEW 
END 
-IF &LINES EQ O GOTO ENDMSG; 
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DEFINE FILE EXCRECS 
SYSDTE/I6 = &YMD; 
TODAY/AS = EDIT(SYSDTE); 
MISDTE/A6DMTY = EDIT(TODAY, '$$$$99r) 
: EDIT(TODAY,'$$99$$') 
END 
: EDIT(TODAY,'99$$$$r); 
TABLE FILE EXCRECS 
HEADING CENTER 
• 
' 
~· 
"LABELING ASSISTANT PRODUCTS NOT FOUND IN THE PRINTWARE XREF FILE" 
"REPORT DATE: <MISDTE" 
.. .. 
" .. 
FOOTING 
.. .. 
U II 
"PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE ..... 
PRINT E03 EOl 
BY E02 
END 
-RUN 
-ENDMSG 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-TYPE PROCESSING HAS COMPLETED. 
-TYPE 
-TYPE THE EXTRACT FILE IS CALLED: 
-TYPE 
-TYPE 
-THEEND 
-EXIT 
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